Health Freedom

6 Pillars of Freedom
• Personal Freedom

Control your own destiny

• Financial Freedom

USA & Canada

Learn to convert debt into cash

Natural Health through Education,
Nutrition and Supplementation

Energy Freedom

• Asset Protection

Own Nothing – Control Everything

$100,000-$250,000 Rewards
Convert Your Debt to Cash
Guaranteed Approval* with any
Mortgages, Credit Cards, Auto Loans, Student Loans.

• Health Freedom
Your right to choose

• Energy Freedom

Asset &
Financial
Freedom

Alternative Energy Independence

• Benevolence

Share your abundance

Pollution-free fuels
Water fuel • Zero Point
Electromagnetic power
Solar & Wind
Hydrogen

Benevolence

Energy
Freedom

FreedomClubUSA
We do not give legal, accounting, tax or financial advice.

Personal
& Health
Freedom
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Register FREE at ...
www.FreedomClubUSA.com ___________________________
Ambassador #

___________________________________________ ____________________________
Name
Telephone #

People, housing, health, energy,
disaster aid, prosperity training,
truth education, spiritual support

_________________________________________________________________________
Email Address

Benevolence

Personal Freedom

Financial Freedom

Protect Your Assets

Would you like Self Governance?
How would your life change?

Who Funded Your Bank Loan?
Learn How to Convert Debt to Cash

Own Nothing – Control Everything

What Would You Do With ... ?

NOT a Loan – A Settlement Award!

• Personal Rights
• Privacy
• Legal Protection
• Personal Privileges
• Financial Freedom
• Truthful News
• Ethical Living
Many of us are disillusioned with the misrepresentation we have received from our elected
officials at all levels. We are not proposing another
political party or even attempting to fix a very
broken system.
When each of us visits a merchant and gets poor
service or is treated dishonestly, we usually make
one of two decisions:
1) Ask for satisfaction from a manager; should
this fail, we may escalate the action to
higher management or use legal means.
2) Take our business elsewhere.
When we view the worldwide systems in place today,
we usually see “countries” and “political systems”.
We see what we have been told to see, through our
history books and news media. This, however, may
not be correct.
What if the planet and the United States in
particular were being run by other rules than
those we find in congress or in our courts? If there
were another set of rules running the legal and
political system, could you not claim it and use it
to empower yourself? Indeed.

Use to Pay Off ...
• Mortgages
• Credit Cards
• IRS/CRA
• Vehicle Loans
• Student Loans
• Business Loans
Administrative programs can provide you cash in
as little as 60 days to pay off all your debts and
legal fees.
Not a loan but a proprietary administrative remedy
(no court) releasing large sums of undiscovered
value buried within every bank loan*. This process
is valid no matter when the loan occurred, whether
years ago or current, paid, sold, late, written off,
repossessed or foreclosed. This remedy can
significantly improve your finances.

4 Mortgages
o
4 Refinances
o
4 HELOC
o
4 Auto(s)
o
4 Credit Cards
o
4 Bank Leases
o
4 IRS / CRA
o
4 Student Loans
o

$250,000
$250,000
$250,000
$100,000
$100,000
$100,000
$250,000
$100,000

Find out if you qualify on the Ambassador site
listed on the back of this flyer.
*Federal Reserve Bank

Asset Protection From:
• Suits
• Judgments
• Liens
• Garnishments
If there were legal and ethical means to secure
our lifelong savings and investments, all would
find comfort in this knowledge.
Today, the odds are better than not that you will
be sued by someone – whether you have done
something improper or not. Through our judicial
system, which increasingly does not favor the
individual, you could lose everything you have
worked a lifetime to secure.
The “Patriot Act” is just one example of the
power authorities have taken over you without
requiring any stated charges or right to council.
The IRS/CRA places “notice of liens” regularly
on individuals’ properties or sends “notice of
garnishment” to employers, all done without
court action and may be illegal. The people and
our government systems stand by and allow this
to happen to us daily. Mostly out of ignorance,
our counties, banks and employers do not test
the law and allow these abuses.
Protecting your hard-earned assets from intended
or mistaken harm is neither difficult nor just for
the rich. Your home, autos, valuables and bank
accounts can all be protected legally and safely
through well-established onshore and offshore
solutions.
You are only a target to anyone when you
have assets that can be attached or taken.
You can own nothing and control everything.

